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INTRODUCIN G
PRIVA
TIME is the most important gift life offers. At PRIVA, we
understand how valuable each second is to our clients, and we
strive to enhance their experiences through our services. Keeping
clients connected, bringing entertainment, helping create
memories, so they can make the most of their time, at all times.
MTN is now PRIVA by Global Eagle, carrying over the heritage,
experience, and innovation for which the company has been
known. The new name and service offerings are aligned with
what we are bringing now and in the future: connectivity and
entertainment solutions at sea, on land, and in the air.
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TEAM
The ever expanding PRIVA team continues to grow around
the world, as a matter of fact, we tripled in size since last year.
Remaining a boutique style company inside a big corporation, we
scout seasoned professionals that are trained and apt to deliver
white glove service and act as trusted advisors to our VIP clients.
We also count on a network of PRIVA Partners located in all
corners of the globe, certified to assist our clients if the need arises.

“

“

Our philosophy is all about making others
successful; empowering employees to be successful
creates a great workplace, inspiring them to make
clients successful creates a great company.
Ole Kristian Sivertsen
Senior Vice President, Maritime
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G LOBAL
PRESENCE MAP
I N FRASTRUCTURE
As part of Global Eagle, PRIVA has an industry leading platform
and infrastructure for entertaining, informing and connecting
people at sea, in the air, or at remote land locations. Global Eagle
connects more than a billion travelers, serves more than 900
aircraft and 900 maritime vessels globally. It also distributes over
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S E RVI C E
OF F E R I N G S
PRIVA by Global Eagle provides services that allow clients to enrich
every moment they spend away from home. The PRIVA suite of
products and services include:
Connectivity: Whether it’s global VSAT coverage, Wi-Fi, 3G/4G, or any other, PRIVA
will set up a hybrid system and customize a solution that is efficient and cost
effective, tailored to each client’s individual needs.

Content: Global Eagle maintains an extensive catalogue of entertainment, games,
movies, TV shows, private subscriptions, and live television channels, all available
through a convenient multimedia portal that can be customized for each client.

Network Management: Our products allow you to view all communications
activities at a glance, manage all networks from multiple providers, allocate and
prioritize bandwidth, monitor real-time traffic, etc. All from the convenience of an
iPad application.

Bandwidth Optimization: An integrated end-to-end protocol automatically
provides acceleration, traffic shaping, and smart data caching to maximize
performance and optimize bandwidth by up to 40%. The result? A faster, smoother
browsing experience for the end user.

Flat panel antenna solution: A proven and exclusive solution engineered for the
maritime and aero market, patented and ready to be customized , delivering the
most efficient performance in the industry today.
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C LIE NT
SUPPO RT
We understand the extreme pressure captains and crew are
constantly under. When owners and guests are onboard,
everything has to be beyond perfect and every second matters
when it comes to their internet and entertainment. That´s why we
launched PRIVA Technical Concierge Centers – to provide crew,
staff, and Partners a dedicated 24/7/365 hotline for immediate
access to specialized support from the best trained experts in the
industry.

1,500+ employees

49 satellites

50+ offices on 6 continents

30+ patents

31 teleports

24/ 7/ 365
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See how PRIVA can address
your needs:

US Office: +1.954.538.4000
UK Office: +44.1489.585.030
Med Office: +33.493.746.842

Email: priva@globaleagle.com
Website: www.priva.vip

